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Executive Summary
Aychar - a blockchain-based web platform which takes the submitted employment records or a resume by a given candidate, verifies it, stores it forever on its securely-proven database, and connects it to potential employers, based on their criteria. In other words, Aychar saves time for both parties by making the hiring process
easier, cheaper, and reliable. It also improves authenticity, as it is a completely separate entity focusing specifically on such issues and increases transparency thanks
to its structure. It provides the ultimate win-win case scenario for each existing party.

Blockchain-based platform

Verification of education and
employment records

Interactive database
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Noel Ceta, Co-founder & CEO
Creative, driven graduate with work experience in computer science and marketing. Six
months experience as a .NET back-end developer and database specialist. Extensive experience in
Digital Marketing and SEO. Drove the monthly organic traffic from 2.9K visitors to 11K for a U.S.
based startup during his 8+ months of work as an SEO consultant. Fast learner. Always looking for
something new to learn.
Rumyana Kercheva, Co-founder & Chief Strategy Officer
Experience in various organizations including media outlets, NGOs, advertising agency. Passionate about project excellence and change strategies with a track of successful projects, events and
competitions.
Ivan I. Dimitrov, Co-founder & Chief Marketing Officer
Student from the American University in Bulgaria (AUBG). Over three years of experience in
the field of Marketing (Digital marketing, Guerilla marketing, Direct marketing, Social Media marketing) and Sales at CM Services Ltd., sharingXchange, Veda Ltd., and Vaptech. Certifications by companies like Pravetz Bulgaria, Teach For Bulgaria, AUBG, and Google (Adwords). Cryptocurrency and
ICO enthusiast.
Karina Barambayeva, Co-founder & Business Development Director
A final-year Business Administration and Economics undergraduate student at the American
University in Bulgaria. Campus leadership, strong work ethic and enthusiasm. Demonstrated great
interpersonal skills and ability to cooperate with others as the Student Government executive. Passionate about finance, marketing, and strategic planning.
Ivaylo Gatev, Co-founder & Creative Director
A business administration and information system university student at the American University in Bulgaria. Specialized in Business Intelligence and KPI design & visualization. Interested in
Project Management and Business Analysis.
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Business
Model
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The Aychar architecture is composed of two main types of software platforms
and two types of interacting user bases.
The two software platforms:
1. The Job Board Portal Essentially it’s a website. At the moment, before running the Initial Coin Offering, it still does not have the essential user/client log-in portal. However, it contains the backbone (the design and the secure
payment certificates set-up). After gathering money from the pre-ICO, we will initiate delegating the development of the platform to Centroida, an AI software development company, based in Sofia, that has already agreed to pursue the project.
2. The blockchain - the secure blockchain for storing the verified student or employee data will also be developed by Centroida. Within the past 8 months they have already
developed 3 different blockchain projects, and 1 of them just launched they first coin last
month. The prices of the projects are included in the financials sections of the business plan.
The two types of interacting user bases:
Students & Employees - The first user base of the portal and overall system
are students and employees. At first, we are targeting IT students and employees
in the IT sector because they tend to have more work experience and also tend
to move more often from internship in one company to job in another and so on.
This kind of user will be able to create his/her own personal profile on the portal. They can essentially input all their skills, languages they can
speak, interests, hobbies, education, work experiences. Essentially anything
you would include on a CV. We will also offer the ability to transfer your CV automatically from other resume makers like uptowork.com or enhancv.com
The portal will also include tips for creating a better resume, or expressing some
skills and certifications better. Within the landing pages and the tips sections, there will
be links to guides on topics like makings a better resume, what skills to include in a resume, how to write a cover letter and so on. These will be connected to the content marketing strategy which is explained in detail in the Marketing section of this business plan.
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Marketing
After identifying the needs of the marketing, we figured out two buyer personas:
IT-Savvy Individuals: As we’re aware that IT people, part of the job-hopping generation,
are neither loyal to companies, nor to established locations, we figured out that they’d be the perfect target market while we’re still developing the business. As professionals in their fields, they
lack time to securely store all the information from their previous jobs, to verify it, and to convey it
to potential managers who are to interview and, eventually, hire them. Thus, people like that, based
on our research, would value if a mediator is to do these for them. Additionally, in order to incentivize them to submit their CVs to our blockchain-based database, our services will be completely free
of charge for them. The added value for them is that they’ll get a modernized and efficiently-done employment record book, which will connect them to potential employers without costing them
anything. By having IT-savvy people to upload their information on our platform, we’ll grow our
user base. Then, we’ll be able to target our second market segment: HR managers of companies.
HR Managers of companies: By having a large user base with numerous verified CVs
on it, we’ll be charging companies to provide them with an access to it. Based on the shown
above research, we figured out that many companies, would be willing to pay for such services, which would make the employment process more expedient. That way, they will be able
to invest the time of their HR managers to train prospective and current employees more efficiently rather than verifying information, segmenting it, and THEN conducting the interviews.
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Financials

To initiate our startup, we will need approximately 36,589 BGN. If
the cost of the long-term sustainability campaign described above is taken

into

account,

the

expenses

of

Sales Forecast
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Aychar

increase

to

106,762

BGN.

The sales forecast is developed in three scenarios: base case, best case, and worst case; and
is for three years. We have two ways of charging companies for the service - a one time verification
per CV and a subscription based for three different time periods. Thus the forecast includes the revenue from these pricings and a separation into entered business contracts and an organic growth.
The base case scenario is an estimation of the needed clients and respective revenue in order to cover costs, make profit, quickly develop the company to double the revenue in year 3. This
scenario starts with a higher number of 3-month subscription, considering that people companies might not initially trust the newly established company and are likely to ‘try’ the service either by a one-time verification or a shorter period. Our goal for years two and three is to develop
these into longer commitments of 6 months and one year and to mainly focus on gaining new clients - larger companies - which are more likely to make the longer commitment. The numbers
signify these predictions. Even though Aychar is a startup, we predict a growth rate in sales
based on well-thought-out and executed marketing and SEO campaign as well as word of mouth.

The best case scenario illustrates not only roughly double sales compared to
the base one but the distribution between the different prices signifies the best results: highly successful acquiring of clients and a significantly larger proportion of longterm client commitments. Additionally, the growth rate between the respective years is
slightly higher than the base case and the organic growth is higher because of successful implementation of the marketing strategy and the positive feedback and satisfaction from clients.
The worst case scenario illustrates roughly half of base case sales with a significant number of contracts in the one-time verification and three-month subscription, which
bring less revenue and signify an unsuccessful sales strategy, especially in the first year.
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Development
stages & milestones
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